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9 Sociality, Attention, and the Mind’s Eyes
Stephen Shepherd and Massimiliano Cappuccio

They sit together, one with his arm slung over the other’s neck. They cluck
over an infant—a boy—and they raise and inspect him, chattering over his
sex. As they stare intently, one adult kneads the other’s shoulder. Except
for one detail, we could be forgiven for assuming the two jointly attended
their newly arrived companion. However, this detail is key: the individuals
in question are not humans, but Barbary macaques.
Many nonhuman animals seem sensitive to the attentional states of
others, but joint attention is thought to be uniquely human, intimately
tied to our ability to represent the minds of others. While the precise definition of joint attention continues to be debated, it involves (at minimum)
attention to another individual and to the subject of his or her attention.
In this chapter, we will explore the behavioral and neural evidence regarding animals’ understanding of others’ attention, in particular that implied
by gaze following. We will conclude by describing a crucial aspect of
human sociality—the use of pointing gestures to manipulate states of joint
attention—and discuss what this gesture implies about differences between
human and nonhuman social cognition. We provisionally distinguish four
levels of socially cued attention:
1. Gaze following, or the tendency to look where we see someone else looking For
ourselves—or, indeed, any animal—to know the subject of another’s attention, we must evaluate how he or she directs his or her sense organs. In the
visual domain, for example, this involves perceiving his or her gaze, translating between his or her reference frame and our own by replicating or simulating the other’s viewpoint, and extending our attention to include the
other’s putative visual focus. The ability to follow attention is prerequisite
to the ability to jointly attend, or moreover, to infer another’s intentions
and goals from his or her bodily behavior. Nevertheless, this level of socially
cued attention is merely a reorienting of attention in the direction attended
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by another—and can therefore occur with neither awareness nor intervening conceptual understanding of the other’s mental or intentional state.
2. Seeing gaze as intention At the next level of sophistication, an individual A observing an individual B focusing its attention on C recognizes
B and C to be linked. This linkage may be achieved through simultaneous,
split attention toward both B and C or through some direct perception of
an intentional relationship B→C. No intrinsic content need be ascribed to
this linkage, which is not representational in character. Nevertheless,
linking the individual with that individual’s attention focus makes possible
the ascription of enactive intentions such as seeing, wanting, and responding.
An individual attending B looking toward C might become aware from this
that B sees C, that his or her expressed affective state is about C, and that
these things predict certain types of interaction with C.
3. Nonrepresentational joint attention: perception of collective attentional
states The perception that another’s attention refers to the same focus as
our own affords certain uniquely social behaviors. Without another individual’s attending to the same object as ourselves, it is impossible to
compete or cooperate. Perhaps more compellingly, the perception that
another individual attends to the same focus as ourselves makes possible
social affordances such as outnumbering our foe. Many animals work in
groups to defend against and drive off threats—predators, rival social
groups—and individuals may regulate their participation in these behaviors through nonrepresentational recognition of collective action (see also
Gallagher, this volume, and Hutto, this volume). However, instances of
joint attention recognized in this way would be constrained by each
animal’s repertoire of species-typical social behaviors.
4. “Full-blooded” joint attention: participation in a shared mental state In
conventional usage, joint attention requires mutuality. This is more than
mere cooperation or competition, for example: I can compete with an individual who is unaware of me, as long as I’m aware our actions conflict.
Moreover, I can cooperate, taking that individual’s side in a conflict while
he or she is unaware that I’m behind him or her, threatening his or her
foe. Humans, however, can go farther, treating joint attention as a state in
which each party participates in the representation of some “common
ground” (Tomasello, 1995, 1999, 2008, pp. 94–95). Humans learn to
actively manipulate these mutual representational states, shaping their
content through the use of declarative pointing gestures.

B

It is broadly agreed (but not universally agreed; see Leavens, this volume)
that only humans are capable of full-blooded joint attention, but what of
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these proposed subordinate components? If animals cannot fully jointly
attend, can they recognize communality, mutuality, or similar social states?
What do other animals understand of the dyadic relations between animals
and their distal behavioral goals? Which species follow their companion’s
gaze, and is their gaze following behavior reflexive and unconscious or
flexible and goal directed? In the following discussion, we will first survey
animal gaze following behaviors, then discuss possible neural correlates of
these behaviors, and finally return to the question of how human joint
attention—and in particular our manipulation of joint attention through
gesture—compares to those forms of socially cued attention which are
widespread among nonhuman species.
Following Gaze
To respond to gaze, it must first be perceived—but at least theoretically,
this perception need not be precise, conscious, or intentional. Using a
simple computerized cuing task, Friesen and Kingstone (1998) demonstrated that eye gaze cues influenced subjects’ attention within a tenth of
a second; moreover, attention was allocated in the direction of gaze despite
the fact that the gaze cues had no predictive value and were thus irrelevant.
Langton and Bruce (1999) found similar results using observed head
orientations, and Driver and colleagues (1999) strengthened the case for
automaticity, reporting subjects follow gaze even when explicitly informed
that cues are counterpredictive of target location (see figure 9.1). These
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Figure 9.1
Reflexive gaze following. Humans respond faster to targets which appear congruent
to previously observed gaze, even when targets consistently appear at the incongruent location (from Shepherd, 2010, based on Driver et al., 1999).
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results indicate that not all gaze following responses are susceptible to
willful modulation. Perhaps more importantly, these findings show that
gaze following requires only those cognitive resources that arise within a
few hundred milliseconds of stimulus onset.
The simplest act of gaze following would be to identify a directional
visual pattern—an averted nose, or the offset concentric circles of averted
eyes—and to shift attention in that direction until a thing of interest is
seen. It could be fast, simple, and purely reflexive: one needn’t even know
that one had done it. Moreover, it might be automatic: one might be
unable to stop it, even if one knew the cue would be misleading. Gaze
following thus might be a fully modular behavior: reflexive, and once triggered, unalterable.
Joint attention requires more than merely following gaze or otherwise
replicating another’s attention: one must, at the very least, simultaneously
attend to the cuing individual. This suggests we should dissociate reflexive
gaze following (sometimes termed “gaze cuing”) from more sophisticated
understanding of another’s eye movements. Further, it prompts the question of how social perception and representation relate: how “looking”
grades into “seeing,” or how “attending” grades into “knowing,” “wanting,”
or “believing”—or, saliently, “sharing.” Nonetheless, a middle ground
intervenes between these two phenomena.
It is our impression that we do not follow gaze solely as an unconscious
reflex. Upon seeing a group of people excitedly craning their necks, we
often strain to determine what they’re looking at: our attempt to follow
gaze is goal directed, and informed by clear expectations as to what might
and might not be the focus of their excitement—and, moreover, as to
whether the focus of their excitement is something about which we truly
care. To accurately follow gaze, we interpret another’s bodily orientation
in spatial relation to our own. This rich understanding of others’ bodies
and of three-dimensional visual space permits us to take their perspective,
following their gaze geometrically to objects outside our immediate visual
field.
Gaze-following behavior (level 1) in many animals likewise involves
these features and so appears to transcend simple reflexes, suggesting a
more flexible understanding of other’s attentional states. The ability to
follow gaze geometrically, and to modify gaze following behavior based on
expectations and goals, implies some sort of understanding that others are
linked to the subjects of their attention (level 2) and appears to build
toward those social abilities implicit in joint attention (levels 3–4). What
does the gaze following behavior of animals tell us about their understand-
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ing of attention? What, if anything, can we infer about the neural substrates of this understanding?
Gaze Following in Nonhuman Animals
Social attention abilities have been differently explored in humans, primates, and nonprimate animals, respectively emphasizing connections to
language, theory of mind, and learning signals. Nonetheless, responses to
gaze can, to some extent, be unified in a common framework (Shepherd,
2010). Overwhelming evidence suggests that sensitivity to direct gaze—to
being watched—is early developing and phylogenetically widespread,
appearing soon after birth in humans (Batki, Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright,
Connellan, & Ahluwalia, 2000; Farroni, Csibra, Simion, & Johnson, 2002)
and exhibited by diverse fish, reptiles, birds, and mammals (Senju &
Johnson, 2009; Sewards & Sewards, 2002). However, while sensitivity to
being watched has clear and obvious relevance to survival, the benefit of
sensitivity to averted gaze is more subtle. Four factors seem paramount:
first, animals must generally coordinate their behavior with that of their
predators, prey, or mates; second, social animals must coordinate their
movements with one another to maintain group coherence; third, conspecific behaviors may suggest adaptive responses to yet unnoticed environmental features (cf. Shepherd, Steckenfinger, Hasson, & Ghazanfar, 2010);
finally, social primates communicate and negotiate alliances through facial
expression and gaze behavior and may eavesdrop on the signal exchanges
of others to better monitor their social environment.
Evidence for gaze following by animals comes from the study of an
individual’s orienting responses to head or eye postures of an experimenter
or of a covertly manipulated conspecific. Ideally, these orienting movements are spontaneous rather than reinforced since in principle any sensible stimulus can be used for conditioning (albeit more easily when stimuli
are salient to natural behavior). To date, evidence has strongly supported
gaze following abilities in most primate species, as well as some domesticated species, trained marine mammals, and birds.
Following Gaze
For example, Michael Tomasello and colleagues captured the attention of
a cue individual by discretely showing it food, then observed the responses
of an otherwise oblivious conspecific over the next ten seconds. For each
of the five primate species tested (chimpanzees, mangabeys, and three
types of macaque), individuals were significantly more likely to look
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toward the experimenter after seeing a companion looking in the same
direction (Tomasello, Call, & Hare, 1998). Two studies extend this data to
other primate groups, providing evidence consistent with gaze following:
one found that pair-tested cotton-top tamarins (a new world monkey)
gazed in similar directions while viewing experimenter cues and that the
pairs’ gaze was most strongly correlated among individuals who typically
resided together (Neiworth, Burman, Basile, & Lickteig, 2002); another
found that ring-tailed lemurs (a prosimian or “primitive” primate) look in
similar directions during natural behavior and are especially likely to coorient with individuals toward whom they’ve just attended (Shepherd &
Platt, 2008). Additionally, several studies have examined the tendency to
follow conspecifics’ gaze among nonprimate species. Using Tomasello’s
paradigm, Kaminski and colleagues showed that goats follow other goats’
gaze (Kaminski, Riedel, Call, & Tomasello, 2005). Moreover, two types of
birds—ravens (Schloegl, Kotrschal, & Bugnyar, 2007) and ibises (Loretto,
Schloegl, & Bugnyar, 2010)—appear to follow one another’s skyward
glances, and, similarly, dogs appear able to use other dogs’ attention when
searching for hidden food (Hare & Tomasello, 1999).
Most commonly, however, gaze following has been studied using
human-produced directional cues such as eye movement, head movement,
pointing gestures, tapping, and so on. Animal subjects have sometimes
been tested simply for spontaneous orienting behavior but more often
have been challenged with an opportunity to seek or avoid food at cued
locations. These studies suggest that apes and monkeys (see Rosati & Hare,
2009) and human-reared ravens (Bugnyar, Stöwe, & Heinrich, 2004) spontaneously follow human gaze while dogs (Hare & Tomasello, 1999) and
dolphins (Pack & Herman, 2004) have both been reported to follow human
gaze when rewarded. Further work has suggested that while many domesticated animals (including cats, dogs, goats, horses, seals, and dolphins; see
Miklósi & Soproni, 2006) follow human cues to get food, wild animals may
more typically avoid food that has been targeted by another (Flombaum &
Santos, 2005; Hare & Tomasello, 2004). Together, these findings suggest
that sensitivity to gaze direction may be widespread but that animals may
learn to use this information in very different ways.

B

Understanding Gaze: Geometry, Expectation, and Goal Directedness
The question remains, however, what animals truly understand about gaze.
Animals might co-orient because of an innate and modular gaze following
reflex, because they have been conditioned that gaze predicts the location
of rewards or salient features, or because they use others’ gaze to infer
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something about their shared environment or about the others’ behavioral
or mental states. Psychophysical comparison suggests that monkeys and
humans follow head and eye gaze quickly, independently of task relevance, using neural pathways that operate within a few hundred milliseconds (Deaner & Platt, 2003). Such gaze cuing is consistent with a behavioral
module, operating with neither volition nor awareness. However, like
those of humans, animal gaze responses sometimes betray surprising
sophistication.
First, most animals appear to understand others’ gaze as a vector
within a rich, three-dimensional environment. In response to humans
staring behind a barrier, or to a distant object beyond a closer distractor,
most tested species have been shown to look toward the true target of
the humans’ gaze (great apes: Bräuer, Call, & Tomasello, 2005; new world
monkeys: Amici, Aureli, Visalberghi, & Call, 2009; Burkart & Heschl,
2006; even ravens: Bugnyar, Stöwe, & Heinrich, 2004). Recent investigation of great apes suggest spatially sophisticated gaze comprehension,
with ability increasing from orangutans to gorillas, chimpanzees, and
finally bonobos (Okamoto-Barth, Call, & Tomasello, 2007). In only one
case—that of a bird, the ibis—have adults of a species been shown to
follow gaze but to be confused by barriers (Loretto, Schloegl, & Bugnyar,
2010). On the other hand, developmental trajectories suggest that gaze
following arises before a rich spatial representation is present. Human
infants begin to co-orient with adults within the first year but only
later gain the ability to follow gaze toward objects outside their immediate field of view or hidden behind barriers (Butterworth, 1991; Moll &
Tomasello, 2004). Moreover, gaze processing accuracy continues to
improve throughout human children’s first six years (Doherty, Anderson,
& Howieson, 2009). While comparative data are sparse, a report in ravens
suggests nonhuman animals follow a similar trajectory (Bugnyar, Stöwe,
& Heinrich, 2004).
Second, like humans, many animals appear to have expectations about
what they should see when they follow another’s gaze: if they find
nothing, they do a double take. These expectations appear to be shaped
by experience. For example, old-world monkeys and apes following gaze
cues toward nothing, check back toward the cue, and then follow gaze
again (Bräuer, Call, & Tomasello, 2005; Call, Hare, & Tomasello, 1998;
Goossens, Dekleva, Reader, Sterck, & Bolhuis, 2008; see also Horton &
Caldwell, 2006); moreover, adult apes have been shown to do so more
than infants even after controlling for baseline gaze following frequency
(Bräuer, Call, & Tomasello, 2005). These experiments have been performed
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in few, if any, nonprimates, and even among primates the data are
somewhat equivocal: while apes and old-world monkeys are reported to
“double look,” negative results have been reported in new-world monkeys
(Amici, Aureli, Visalberghi, & Call, 2009), and the apes vary in the sophistication of their expectations regarding gaze (Okamoto-Barth, Call, &
Tomasello, 2007).
Third, despite evidence for fast, reflexive gaze cuing in primates (Deaner
& Platt, 2003), it appears that both human and nonhuman animals modulate their gaze following behavior based on context: gaze is followed more
readily when coming from informed, familiar, emotionally expressive,
high-status, or otherwise exceptional individuals. In reality, the issue of
context-sensitivity folds together two distinct questions. First, are fast,
reflexive gaze responses the result of a dedicated, encapsulated module for
gaze following? Second, can animals flexibly integrate observed gaze with
other clues to an animal’s mental state or social significance? The first
question is addressed by psychophysical findings that the strength of gaze
cuing is modulated by the social status of the observed individual (monkeys:
Shepherd, Deaner, & Platt, 2006; humans: Jones et al., 2010), though these
effects may spare the very fastest (less than 200 milliseconds) responses
(Shepherd & Platt, 2009). These findings limit the potential modularity of
any gaze following mechanism (see Shepherd, 2010, for discussion) and
suggest that within a split second, gaze following behaviors are modulated
by the social relevance of the cue.
Moreover, co-orienting in monkeys appears to be enhanced by specific
facial expressions (Goossens, Dekleva, Reader, Sterck, & Bolhuis, 2008;
Teufel, Gutmann, Pirow, & Fischer, 2010; cf. Paukner, Anderson, Fogassi,
& Ferrari, 2007), suggesting that gaze following in natural behavior is well
integrated with other forms of social response. These findings suggest that
animals may follow gaze differently depending on a cue’s social context
and perceived relevance. In particular, they are reminiscent of results from
human infants, in which gaze following behaviors are potentiated by
“ostensive” cues suggesting specific communicative intent: infants more
strongly follow gaze when associated with direct gaze or infant-directed
speech (Farroni, Mansfield, Lai, & Johnson, 2003; Senju & Csibra, 2008).
Gaze following behaviors may thus involve components with distinct
psychophysical and developmental time courses, and while the fastest
responses may be reflexive and modular, later gaze following behaviors
(still arising within a second) are sensitive to contextual factors including
those which suggest communicative significance.
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Gaze Following: Learning and Development
These “advanced” gaze-following behaviors appear to have extended developmental time courses, both in human and nonhuman animals. This
suggests that the mechanisms underlying our ability to understand others’
viewpoints, like most cognitive abilities, develop through the interaction
of genetic predispositions and learning mechanisms with our experienced
social environment. Complicating things further, different components
may follow distinct ontogenetic trajectories. For example, monkey gaze
following becomes increasingly prominent between five months and one
year of age (Teufel, Gutmann, Pirow, & Fischer, 2010). While adult monkeys
and chimpanzees habituate to gaze cues directed toward empty space,
infants do not (Tomasello, Hare, & Fogleman, 2001), suggesting development increases the discretion and selectivity of gaze following behavior.
However, from the start, gaze following is facilitated when cuing individuals issue an expressive “comment” on observed interactions—and this
facilitation is strongest for monkey observers around one year of age as
they begin to navigate society independently of their mothers (Teufel,
Gutmann, Pirow, & Fischer, 2010). Thus, while habituation to useless gaze
cues increased over development, modulation by vocal expression peaked
at a crucial developmental landmark. Similar complexity has been reported
in the development of gaze following by ravens: juvenile ravens habituate
to irrelevant cues during simple gaze following, but older ravens following
gaze geometrically do not (Schloegl, Kotrschal, & Bugnyar, 2007). In this
case, the authors speculate, early-developing gaze following is specialized
for predator detection while later-developing geometrical gaze following is
specialized for another function: pilfering the hidden food caches of other
ravens.
In summary, many primates and some birds and domestic animals
appear to be capable of interpreting and responding to gaze—and many
other species remain untested (see figure 9.2). Fast gaze cuing may be quick
and reflexive, consistent with mediation by an encapsulated neural module
shared across (at least) higher primates. However, the spatial and social
sophistication of gaze following behavior suggests it is goal directed, flexible, and generally well integrated with other cognitive processes. In all
species studied, gaze following behaviors appear to be constructed during
early life. However, gaze cues are not used in all the contexts in which
we imagine they might be helpful, and the use of gaze as a collaborative
signal seems uncommon in the animal world—seemingly restricted to
coordinating aggression or antipredator behavior, for example, rather than
B
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Figure 9.2
Family tree of gaze following abilities. Positive evidence for gaze following abilities
is illustrated with a small black dot, negative evidence with a slashed circle. Many
species remain untested (adapted from Shepherd, 2010). n.w., new world; o.w., old
world.

B

to acquiring food, resources, or mates. Moreover, animals—and especially
adult animals—lack the extraordinary and pervasive interest in others’
activities displayed by human children (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne,
& Moll, 2005; but see Pika & Zuberbühler, 2008; Tanner & Byrne, 2010).
This suggests that while many wild-reared animals appear to perceive the
relational and referential aspects of attention, they have limited ability or
opportunity to learn emergent affordances of socially cued attention, with
these abilities generally restricted to group defense and coalitional conflict.
We shall explore these social affordances in more detail in our consider-
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ation of pointing gestures. First, however, let us consider possible neural
substrates for forms of socially cued attention which are widespread among
nonhuman animals.
Gaze Following by Neural Circuits
When most people think of a brain, they think of the convoluted mass
that comprises the human cortex (see figure 9.3). Those of us who study
brains may be inclined to overemphasize the uniqueness of the cerebral
cortex, a superficial and conspicuous layer of the brain useless without the
important and complex subcortical structures beneath it. Moreover, while
primates and especially humans have elaborately developed cortices,
homologs of mammalian cortex are found within other vertebrate groups
(Allman, 1999; Wang, Brzozowska-Prechtl, & Karten, 2010). It is thus
Parietal
cortex
LIP
FEF

Occipital
cortex

Frontal
cortex

Pulvinar
SC
STS

AMYG

Temporal
cortex

Figure 9.3
Neuroanatomical regions of interest. The pathways used in gaze following remain
unknown, but several candidate areas may play a role. In this sketch, lobes are
identified in plain text, cortical areas in bold (LIP, lateral intraparietal area; FEF,
frontal eye fields; STS, superior temporal sulcus), and subcortical nuclei in outline
(SC, superior colliculus, homolog of bird’s optic tectum; Pulvinar, pulvinar nucleus
of the thalamus; AMYG, amygdala).
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possible that the neural mechanisms of gaze following are derived from
some gaze following ancestor and are homologous across all occurrences.
It appears more likely, however, that circuits for gaze following behavior
have developed independently (i.e., are analogous) between divergent
species such as birds and primates.

B

The Subcortical Pathway
The fast time course of reflexive gaze cuing suggests that a fairly short and
direct circuit translates gaze observation to orienting movements. It has
been theorized that the fastest reactions to basic, biologically crucial stimuli
are through an innate subcortical system that is broadly conserved across
vertebrates (Johnson, 2005; Sewards & Sewards, 2002). This subcortical
system is thought to be interconnected with slower and more nuanced
cortical networks, suggesting that while reflexive gaze cuing may be mediated by the former, the latter may mediate the more recently evolved, late
developing, or computationally challenging features which characterize
naturalistic gaze following.
The mammalian subcortical visual pathway is believed to pass from
the retina to the superior colliculus, the pulvinar, and then the amygdala ( Jiang & He, 2006; Johnson, 2005; Morris, Ohman, & Dolan, 1999).
The amygdala is a sensory convergence zone associated with emotional
processing and can influence attention both directly, through modulation of early sensory processing, or indirectly, via projections to social
and reward cortices in the temporal and frontal lobes (Amaral, Behniea,
& Kelly, 2003; Ghashghaei & Barbas, 2002; Vuilleumier, 2002a). Moreover, the superior colliculus and the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus
influence attention in their own right, serving, respectively, as a final
common output pathway for gaze orienting (Platt, Lau, Glimcher, Hall,
& Moschovakis, 2004) and as a partner to ongoing cortical processing
(Saalmann & Kastner, 2009). While the amygdala is known to be sensitive to observed gaze (monkey electrophysiology: Gothard, Battaglia,
Erickson, Spitler, & Amaral, 2007; monkey imaging: Hoffman, Gothard,
Schmid, & Logothetis, 2007; human imaging: Kawashima et al., 1999),
it is not known whether this information derives from cortical or subcortical signals, nor is it clear whether the amygdala distinguishes between
directions of averted gaze or merely between averted gaze and direct
staring. While lesions of the amygdala have been reported to disrupt
human gaze responses (Akiyama et al., 2007; Okada et al., 2008), these
disruptions may be secondary to damaged white matter or decreased
social attention.
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A homolog of the superior colliculus—the optic tectum—is the principle
visual processing center of fish, amphibians, reptiles, and birds (Allman,
1999; Sewards & Sewards, 2002), but in mammals, these subcortical structures are believed to access only the coarsest and least-digested ascending
visual input. This makes it unlikely that mammalian subcortical systems
are sufficient to mediate spatially sophisticated behaviors such as geometrical gaze following. In contrast, two meta-analyses have identified regions
sensitive to gaze direction in human cortex, most notably near the superior
temporal sulcus (STS) and in the dorsal and ventral frontoparietal attention
networks (Grosbras et al., 2005; Nummenmaa & Calder, 2009).
Social Processing in Mammalian Cortex
While it is possible that social processing centers include cortices homologous across all primates (Rosa & Tweedale, 2005; Tootell, Tsao, & Vanduffel, 2003) and perhaps other mammals (Kendrick et al., 2001), it is clear
that great diversification has occurred across species during mammalian
evolution. Two of the best studied mammalian species, macaques and
humans, are believed to share similar visual systems; even so, the layout
of their socially responsive cortices has proved difficult to reconcile (Op
De Beeck et al., 2008; Pinsk et al., 2009; Tsao, Schweers, Moeller, &
Freiwald, 2008). Broadly speaking, different social processing regions are
believed to specialize in features that are relatively static (such as identity)
or dynamic (such as expression, gaze, and biological motion; Hoffman &
Haxby, 2000); in humans, the former is associated with the fusiform gyrus
(Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006) and the latter with the posterior portion of the
STS (Allison, Puce, & Mccarthy, 2000). In monkeys, most socially responsive cortices appear to lie along the STS, starting deep in the sulcus posteriorly and dipping slightly ventral anteriorly, with several additional
patches in the inferior prefrontal lobes (Pinsk et al., 2009; Tsao, Schweers,
Moeller, & Freiwald, 2008). The functional specialization of these patches
is currently undergoing intensive study and may be mapped, at least in
outline, by 2015.
Already, however, anatomical and electrophysiological research in the
temporal lobes provides rich information about gaze processing. STS comprises several cortical regions with distinct cellular structure and connectivity, and while posterior regions communicate both with posterior parietal
and frontal areas, anterior regions communicate preferentially with frontal
and visual cortices (Seltzer & Pandya, 2004; Seltzer & Pandya, 1991). The
first neurons sensitive to observed gaze were reported in macaques near
the STS (Hasselmo, Rolls, & Baylis, 1989; Perrett et al., 1985; Perrett, Rolls,
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& Caan, 1982); moreover, Perrett and colleagues argued that the patchy
distribution of gaze-responsive cells corresponded to the patchy distribution of STS neurons communicating with parietal orienting areas (Perrett,
Hietanen, Oram, & Benson, 1992). Importantly, neurons in the middle
anterior upper bank of the STS represent gaze direction independently of
whether it arises through head or eye posture (Perrett, Hietanen, Oram, &
Benson, 1992), and while more caudal neurons respond symmetrically
to gaze averted to either the right or left, anterior neurons differentiate
specific gaze directions (De Souza, Eifuku, Tamura, Nishijo, & Ono, 2005;
see also Jellema, Baker, Wicker, & Perrett, 2000).
Human imaging studies support these findings. Though imaging studies
have shown peak gaze sensitivity in the posterior STS (Allison, Puce,
& Mccarthy, 2000; cf. Grosbras et al., 2005; Nummenmaa & Calder, 2009),
a recent adaptation study (Calder et al., 2007) showed directiondifferentiating neurons concentrate anteriorly. Intriguingly, the STS is especially active in humans when we observe surprising or incongruous gaze
behavior (Pelphrey, Singerman, Allison, & McCarthy, 2003): this covert
activation may be analogous to overtly observed “check backs” or “double
looks.” Human neural pathology provides further support for the role of
the temporal lobes in perceiving gaze direction in space: two split-brain
patients reflexively followed gaze in only one visual hemifield, consistent
with cortical mediation by a single hemisphere (usually the right) specialized for face processing (Kingstone, Friesen, & Gazzaniga, 2000). Moreover,
in a rare patient with a lesion affecting the entire right superior temporal
gyrus, both gaze perception (Akiyama, Kato, Muramatsu, Saito, Nakachi,
et al., 2006) and reflexively gaze following (Akiyama, Kato, Muramatsu,
Saito, Umeda, et al., 2006) were absent.
In addition to temporal cortices strongly and selectively activated by
faces, macaques appear to have three face-selective regions of frontal cortex
not evident in humans (Tsao, Schweers, Moeller, & Freiwald, 2008). Interestingly, however, at least one human subject with lesions in orbitofrontal
cortex lacked both gaze cuing and symbolic cuing (Vecera & Rizzo, 2004).
While it is difficult to draw conclusions from a single subject, especially
given interindividual variability in cuing behaviors, these reports may
suggest that those frontal regions which process facial signals in monkeys
have been generalized to process more diverse signals in humans. This
possibility is especially intriguing given recent evidence that nonpredictive
(but socially conventionalized) symbols, such as arrows, evoke reflexive
cuing responses in adult humans (Kuhn & Kingstone, 2009; Tipples, 2002;
Borjon et al., forthcoming).
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It is crucial to recognize that perception of gaze is only a first step in
gaze following: any extracted signal must next be converted either
directly into an orienting response or indirectly into some sort of flexible
knowledge. Moreover, just as attention may arise in other modalities
than vision, joint attention might arise through other means than the
sight of another’s gaze. Our own routine gaze following responses transcend modality (Borjon et al., forthcoming), and blind individuals are
capable of sharing attention, interpreting action, and attributing intent
using similar brain networks to those of the sighted (Bedny, PascualLeone, & Saxe, 2009; Ricciardi et al., 2009; albeit with some developmental delay; see Hobson & Bishop, 2003). Both arguments suggest that gaze
following must impact supramodal brains systems which coordinate
attention and movement in space: most notably, frontoparietal action
networks. These neural systems both direct attention and organize behavior—and have been implicated in understanding the attention and
behavior of others.
The Frontoparietal Orienting System
The muscles orienting the eyes are controlled from centers in the brainstem, which receive projections from the superior collucilus and frontal
eye fields. These centers, in turn, are interconnected with the lateral
intraparietal area (LIP) and supplementary eye fields, and together they
comprise the dorsal attention network (Platt, Lau, Glimcher, Hall, &
Moschovakis, 2004). This system is likely the final step in converting gaze
perception into an orienting response: that is, making the focus of another’s orienting system the focus of our own.
This step could occur through a great number of pathways. In macaques,
projections from gaze-sensitive regions of the STS to cortical areas 7A and
LIP comprise one likely route through which observed gaze could influence
orienting (Perrett, Hietanen, Oram, & Benson, 1992; see also Seltzer &
Pandya, 2004; Seltzer & Pandya, 1991). LIP is particularly interesting
because its neurons respond to both direct stimulation of, or orienting
movements toward, their spatial response field (RF; Colby & Goldberg,
1999). Intriguingly, neurons in LIP are further modulated by the behavioral
relevance of their RF, reflecting both the juice reward value of trained eye
movements (Platt & Glimcher, 1999) and the intrinsic reward of acquiring
social information (Klein, Deaner, & Platt, 2008). LIP constitutes a unified
spatial saliency map, and neuronal activity is associated both with covert
attention and overt motor intention toward a region (Colby & Goldberg,
1999).
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Shepherd and colleagues (Shepherd, Klein, Deaner, & Platt, 2009)
recorded the activity of LIP neurons while monkeys performed a simple
test of gaze cuing. Monkeys fixated a central location, a face appeared
gazing one direction or another, and then a target appeared unpredictably
in either the cued (“congruent”) or uncued (“incongruent”) direction.
When trials were congruent, monkeys were only slightly faster than when
trials were incongruent—perhaps because the cuing effect is smaller in
monkeys than in humans or perhaps because these monkeys had performed many thousands of trials and were practiced at suppressing the
irrelevant gaze-cuing response. Nonetheless, gaze-cuing effects were significant. Classically, LIP neurons would be expected to ignore the gaze cue
and instead fire only when targets appeared in their RF: one great burst
bridging target onset and saccade initiation. Instead, we found that a large
subpopulation of neurons had a small but significant response to gaze cues
presented outside, but directed toward, their RF. Generally, these responses
began within 100 to 200 milliseconds of the cue onset and persisted
through the cue period. We saw some neurons that were enhanced and
some neurons that were suppressed by gaze. The population that was
enhanced responded with a time course quite similar to the behaviorally
observed gaze following response, peaking between 200 and 400 milliseconds and decaying by 800 milliseconds. The inhibited population was
tonically active throughout the cue period.
How are we to interpret these findings? The enhanced neurons would
be expected to contribute to gaze following, the suppressed neurons would
be expected to dampen it—and both effects were plausible, given that the
monkeys had been extensively trained to ignore the irrelevant gaze cue.
Close examination of the modulation dynamics suggested that the
enhanced neurons may have been secondary players, however. If LIP were
mediating the fastest and most reflexive gaze-cuing responses, enhanced
activity would have led the behavioral effect by thirty milliseconds: it did
not. In summary, these findings support the claim that gaze cues modulate
LIP neurons from outside their classical RFs and suggest that observed gaze
changes the value of orienting toward the cued location. Thus, even if
LIP is not involved in the fastest gaze cuing effects, it is almost certain
to contribute to the influence of social context on gaze following (e.g.,
Goossens, Dekleva, Reader, Sterck, & Bolhuis, 2008; Shepherd, Deaner, &
Platt, 2006; Teufel, Gutmann, Pirow, & Fischer, 2010).
Consistent with these findings, human neurons that track observed gaze
directions are clustered in two places: STS and posterior parietal cortex
(Calder et al., 2007). However, homology between macaque and human
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brains remains uncertain, with the relevant cortical areas greatly expanded
in humans relative to macaques (Orban, Van Essen, & Vanduffel, 2004).
Complicating things further, there is not just one but two frontoparietal
attention systems: dorsal and ventral (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). While
monkey electrophysiology implicates the dorsal orienting system, human
joint attention tasks often activate a right-lateralized ventral network that
strongly resembles the ventral attention network identified by Corbetta
and Shulman—including the right temporoparietal junction and right
lateral prefrontal cortex—along with medial frontal cortices (Calder et al.,
2002; Grosbras, Laird, & Paus, 2005; Nummenmaa & Calder, 2009; Saxe,
2006). Monkey homologs of these areas remain uncertain. Finally, a study
of human patients suffering visuospatial neglect suggests that these orienting networks—or at least, the parietal components thereof—are not essential to reflexive gaze cuing. In fact, not only did these patients exhibit
normal gaze-cuing effects, they could be induced to follow gaze from their
preserved hemifield into that which they more typically neglected
(Vuilleumier, 2002b).
Reflecting Gaze
To follow someone’s gaze is to replicate their direction of attention. Such
a shift in our attentional state can be achieved overtly and observably (by
changing our bodily orientation) or covertly and privately (by changing
solely our neural activity). Changes in overt orienting alter the physical
coupling between our bodies, brains, and environment and, therefore,
necessarily alter the contents of our sensory processing. Likewise, our
covert attentional deployments alter our cognition, affecting future orienting decisions and subtly influencing our postural stance (e.g., microsaccadic drift: Engbert & Kliegl, 2003; Hafed & Clark, 2002). Moreover, it now
appears that we use overlapping neural tissues to physically orient our eyes
and to covertly shift our attention (e.g., Moore & Fallah, 2004). Because
attention systems receive inputs from many cortical areas, there are many
pathways through which social cues could exert their influence on gaze,
and with no clear rubric for estimating which route might be faster or more
flexible than another.
Importantly, however, the orienting system is embedded in a larger
cortical network for interacting with the environment. A broad family
of frontoparietal circuits link the dorsal (spatial or action-oriented) visual
system and exterior body-sense areas, both associated with the parietal
lobes, to frontal systems that evaluate, organize, and execute body
movements. Seen through this lens, gaze following is but one of many
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mechanisms which couple individuals’ behavioral states. Contagion
between observed and enacted behavior has been described for skeletomotor action (Blakemore & Frith, 2005), facial expression (Dimberg &
Thunberg, 1998), affective state (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1993),
sensory orienting and attention (Shepherd, 2010), and even perceptual
states (Borjon et al., forthcoming). It is important to note that while
this coupling is mediated through observable body states, it operates
at a certain level of abstraction: our goals and emotions are more
faithfully replicated than the postures or communication signals which
conveyed them (Tamietto et al., 2009).
Some of the most interesting neural devices which may play a role in
relating observed and executed behavioral states are the “mirror” neurons
found in the prefrontal (area F5; Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Gallese et al.,
1996) and parietal (inferior parietal lobule, mainly area PF; Fogassi et al.,
2005; Gallese et al., 2002) cortices of macaque monkeys. These neurons
respond to the execution of hand and mouth actions at various levels of
abstraction, often sensitive to action goals rather than mere postural shifts
(Umiltà et al., 2001, 2008). Moreover, these neurons are accompanied by
“canonical neurons,” which fire both during actions and when actionrelevant objects are presented: they appear to categorize affordances, or
potential actions, rather than actions currently being performed (Murata
et al., 1997). Since they conflate self-produced and witnessed behaviors,
mirror neurons are sometimes claimed as a crucial mechanism through
which we interpret the behavior of others (e.g., by using our own motor
capabilities to support a first-person subjective understanding of another’s
action goals; Di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Gallese,
2005a). This hypothesis is hotly debated. While there are various lines
of evidence that that one’s own motor expertise supports the understanding of others’ actions (Beets et al., 2010) and that mirror neurons are
both selectively and flexibly recruited during the recognition of goaloriented actions (Gazzola et al., 2007; Cattaneo et al., 2007), objections
have been raised on both philosophical and empirical grounds. These
objections cite a lack of evidence that mirror neuron play a causal role
in action recognition (Hickok, 2009) and claim no existing model can
adequately explain how neurons mirroring another’s action can support
understanding of its intent (Borg, 2007; Csibra, 2007). Alternative explanations have also been suggested for mirror neurons: they may be produced by Pavlovian association, for example (Mahon & Caramazza, 2008;
Catmur, Gillmeister, Bird, Liepelt, Brass, & Heyes, 2008) or may predict
the next move an agent will perform to achieve a previously represented
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goal (Jacob, 2008). (A rebuttal to these objections can be found in Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia, 2010.)
Shepherd et al.’s 2009 report of gaze “mirror” neurons makes this
debate immediately relevant to the phenomenon of joint attention. Shepherd and colleagues identified neurons which were active both when a
monkey looked a certain direction and when it saw a photographed
monkey looking the same direction. If these neurons are, in fact, a kind
of mirror neuron, then mirror processes may operate both for directly
manipulative acts and for those (e.g., gaze) whose physical enaction is
subtle and distal and whose consequences are covert. In our discussion
of comparative gaze following abilities, we identified three markers of
sophistication in gaze following: geometry, expectation, and goal directedness. Gaze mirror neurons could, in principle, accommodate each of these
features. Like frontoparietal motor mirror neurons, gaze mirror neurons
would be expected to operate at a certain level of abstraction: they should
be sensitive to the environmental locus of attention rather than to the
specific physical posture implementing a direction of gaze (e.g., eyes
alone vs. head and eyes together). Similarly, because mirror neurons
inhabit motor cortices focused on sensorimotor transformation across
diverse bodily reference frames, it would be surprising if they were incapable of mediating geometrical gaze following. If mirror neurons, like
canonical neurons, identify environmental affordances, then we should
expect that they are associated with strong expectations. Finally, because
the frontoparietal orienting networks intervene between perceptual and
motoric cortices, we would expect minimal encapsulation, suggesting
mirror-mediated gaze following would be highly context-sensitive and
minimally reflexive.
To review, many animals have a rich capacity to respond to others’
attention, as evident in their tendency to follow gaze (level 1) with their
geometrical sophistication, expectations regarding where other animals
will look, and context-dependent and goal-directed utilization of gaze
cues (level 2). These abilities arise early in development, are sensitive to
experience, and may be mediated by several neural pathways. Monkeys,
like humans, exhibit both fast and reflexive gaze cuing and slower and
more nuanced gaze following behavior. In monkeys, neurons in the LIP
appear to differentiate gaze directions, with some acting to “mirror” gaze
and some acting in opposition to gaze following. These data suggest
that gaze is represented in the frontoparietal orienting system, which
seems well-suited to mediate geometrical gaze following in a flexible and
goal-directed manner (level 2). It is worth noting that if theorists are
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correct in claiming mirror neurons permit a preconceptual and nondeclarative attribution of motor intentions (Gallese, 2005b), then they could
support an understanding of nonrepresentational gaze as a form of motor
intention. Gaze toward an object significantly increases the likelihood
it will be acted upon, and while attention is not a strict precondition
for transitive action, it is strongly associated with various forms of motor
intent. Furthermore, gaze plays a significant role in the dyadic signaling
of nonhuman primates and as such plays an instrumental role in signaling intention to interact with a target, typically in the context of aggression (gaze enacts a threat) or mating (gaze enacts courtship). For these
reasons, it is not surprising that systems processing motor intention
could be generalized to gaze signals (level 2). Crucially, by tracking the
social contingencies necessary for species-typical triadic behaviors, these
neurons could provide a nonrepresentational pathway for joint attention
(level 3): challenge individual B for C, team up with individual B against
individual C, share object C with individual B. The first two situations
arise frequently (and the latter, rarely) in the social lives of group-living
animals and comprise an important part of their natural behavioral
repertoire.
If uniquely social affordances suggest a nonrepresentational mechanism
for joint attention in animals, then how does this form of joint attention
compare with that found in humans? A key feature of joint attention, as
expressed by humans, is the ability to manipulate the focus of joint attention through gesture. However, this ability is not completely unique:
animals, too, direct the attention of others through communicative signals.
This aspect of socially cued attention—its active exploitation to meet behavioral goals—will be the subject of our final section.
Sharing Attention through Gesture

B

Generally, some form of joint attention is said to arise whenever two
observers are simultaneously and symmetrically aware of a common stimulus and of the other’s attention toward that stimulus (e.g., Moore &
Dunham, 1995). Because gaze following can synchronize attentional shifts
toward a common stimulus, it is likely to play a pivotal role in achieving
joint attention, provided two additional conditions can be met: first, the
observed attention must be recognized as intentional in character; second,
mutuality must somehow be recognized, for example, through unique
social affordances or mentalistic representations permitting an inference
of symmetry.
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Developmental studies suggest that a human infant’s ability to follow
and subsequently to direct an adult’s gaze predicts the infant’s acquisition
of full-blooded joint attention abilities over the following months
(Carpenter, Nagell, & Tomasello, 1998). Joint attention among humans—
even among young children—appears to involve rich representational
systems and cooperative motivations that are rarely claimed of animals.
While many animals appear to follow gaze, and while many appear to do
so in a flexible and sophisticated manner suggesting they recognize gaze
as intentional, they seem to lack the pervasive interest in others’ attention
which characterizes humans, and they appear to recognize social affordances only in limited and stereotyped contexts. Similarly, human infants
younger than nine to twelve months of age seem incapable of jointly
attending despite possessing the relevant perceptual and motor competencies from about the fifth month (Tomasello, 1999, p. 66). Something
dramatic seems to change early in typical human development—and only
atypically (if ever) in animal development—to promote the sharing of
attention. How close do animals come, then, to achieving “full-blooded”
joint attention? What additional features are necessary to construct humanlike abilities from those building blocks we share with other species?
Though the ancestral origin of our joint attention is highly uncertain, our
ritualization of reaching gestures to manipulate others’ attention (along
with increasing reliance on imitative learning) seems to have played a
crucial role (Tomasello, 1999, pp. 87–88).
Joint Attention and Deixis in Humans
The human experience of joint attention, after all, entails much more than
merely following it. The key difference is that the focal stimulus becomes
“mutually manifest” to both coattenders (Tomasello, 1995; Clark, 1996).
This mutuality implies that the attentional focus is openly accessible to
each coattender and becomes salient by reason of a “common ground”: a
shared context defined by the personal and cultural background of the
individuals involved. In Tomasello’s view (1995, 1999, 2008), both recognition of mutuality and conceptualization of the common ground are mentalistic in character, requiring perspective-taking and simulation skills
believed to be unavailable to nonhuman primates (see also Meltzoff &
Gopnik, 1993): this account builds on the intuition that while apes might
only understand the meaning of a deictic gesture from the point of view
of the signaler (“what the communicator wants for herself”), humans
also understand the gesture from a self-reflexive point of view (“what the
communicator thinks the recipients want for themselves”). Such an
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understanding necessitates a mutually known framework of goals and
interests: the common ground. This notion of joint attention is recursive
in nature (Tomasello, 2008, pp. 94–95, regarding Grice, 1957, and Sperber
& Wilson, 1986) and has been challenged as requiring infinite regress
(Schiffer, 1972, and Campbell, 2005).
Tomasello argues (1999, 2008) that the crucial behavioral signature of
joint attention, as experienced by humans, is the use of indicative gesture
for the sole purpose of sharing attention. These gestures are arbitrary and
produced merely to inform or declare: pointing something out or holding
an object just to “show” it. The prototypical gesture in this family—indexfinger pointing—is present in all known human cultures (Kita, 2003) and
emerges in infancy at twelve months (Liszkowski, Carpenter, Henning,
Striano, & Tomasello, 2004). The extension of a finger toward a distant
object is purely deictic and expressly communicative: it suggests no goal
but communication, achieves no independent aim, and conveys no intrinsic content or affective valence. In contrast, both deictic gaze behaviors
and proximal reaches accomplish personal objectives, and gaze, in particular, has affective gloss on account of its instrumental role in dyadic interaction and its integration into facial expressions. Human pointing is thus
ostensive and arbitrary, given significance only by virtue of situational
features and the presence of a common ground.
In this manner, human pointing can convey just about anything; it can
even be performed to refer symbolically to an absent object or, when targeting a present object, to indicate an incidental feature or abstract association. In fact, human pointing is so conventionalized that it can be fully
abstracted from the details of the immediate environment and given
meaning solely through manipulation of the common ground: pointing
can direct the imagination, designating and referencing locations in an
arbitrary symbolic space (Kendon, 2004). Such gestural communication
has clear ties to language (Corballis, 2003; Deacon, 1997), and indeed, early
fluency with pointing and showing gestures predicts language competency
later in infancy (Mundy et al., 2007); conversely, early disinterest in
pointing and showing is a crucial diagnostic feature of childhood autism
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994, p. 66).
In summary, human pointing gestures can be purely deictic, expressly
communicative, arbitrarily conventionalized, altruistically/communally
motivated, informative/declarative in character, and given meaning by
dint of a representational common ground requiring full-blooded joint
attention (level 4). Such manipulation of joint attention grades naturally
into symbolic communication: use of conventionalized, arbitrary, and
public signals.
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Joint Attention and Deixis in Animals
Animals, too, direct the attention of others. Many animals respond to
specific threats through coordinated counterattack: for example, blue
jays and mockingbirds mob larger birds such as owls and ravens in
order to drive them off. Coordinating these responses, many animals
have sophisticated systems of alarm calls: vervet monkeys, for example,
distinguishing between (roughly) avian, mammalian, and ophidian threats
(Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990). Producing certain types of alarm calls—upon
seeing a snake or rival social group, for example—monkeys perform
stereotyped “pointing” movements in which they shift position and
abruptly freeze, staring intently at the target (personal observation, SS).
Macaques similarly solicit third-party support in intragroup conflicts,
using a series of alternating glances while loudly threatening a foe, and
do so more often when the result of one-on-one combat is uncertain
(“appeal-aggression”; de Waal, 2003). Because they help coordinate defense
against adversaries, these signals are likely widespread among group-living
animals.
However, while these signals appear to be both ostensive and deictic in
character, they contrast with human pointing in several respects (Tomasello, 2008, pp. 34–41). Crucially, they are not arbitrary, as each signal
intrinsically and specifically implies some immediate goal or motivation:
for example, the ostensive signals generally convey affect (e.g., alarm calls),
and the deictic signals, motor intention (e.g., staring for surveillance,
tensely freezing in readiness to move). In several nonhuman primate
species, evidence exists that hand gestures have been ritualized: capuchin
monkeys make a food-cupping gesture to beg, even when the food is out
of reach (de Waal, 2003). Moreover, the great apes appear to use openhanded reaching as a begging gesture even in nonfood contexts or situations in which the desired object is mechanically abstracted from the
gestural target (de Waal, 2003). Chimpanzees, in particular, can point to
direct another’s attention (Leavens & Hopkins, 1998; Leavens, Hopkins, &
Bard, 2005), but this behavior has been observed primarily in soliciting a
human recipient to bring them some food they can’t reach. Orangutans
can also point to indicate a tool necessary to retrieve food (Call & Tomasello, 1994), but—differently from human children—they do it only if the
object is of interest to their own behavioral goals rather than to their
companion’s (Bullinger, Zimmermann, Kaminski, & Tomasello, 2011).
These findings suggest that even among the apes, deictic gestures rarely
serve as an altruistically informative or communally declarative gesture
(but see Leavens, this volume). Instead, these behaviors appear to be
unified in their specific linkage to concrete, well-defined behavioral
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responses. Such deictic behaviors can be termed “instrumental” or “imperative,” in that they result in specific physically observable (and generally
selfish) end points.
This absence of altruistic/communal, informative/declarative gesture in
nonhuman signalers may explain otherwise curious behavior. While many
animals follow gaze, few use gaze appropriately in choice tasks. Apes appear
to be able to read a human’s direction of selfish interest (Tomasello, Hare,
& Agnetta, 1999), but in object choice tasks, in which food is hidden in
one out of many possible locations, a human’s informative pointing is
simply not understood (Tomasello, Call, & Gluckman, 1997). This fact is
imputed by Tomasello (2008, p. 41, 2009) to the apes’ inability to attribute
altruism. Interestingly, when informative/declarative pointing is distinguished from imperative/instrumental pointing as a predictor of human
language ability, it is only the former sort—the sort rare or absent among
nonhuman animals—that predicts language acquisition (Mundy et al.,
2007).
Nonprimates, too, exhibit pointing behaviors. For example, dogs appear
to actively direct human attention (Miklósi, Polgardi, Topal, & Csanyi,
2000; see also Miklósi et al., 2003), perhaps using skills crucial to grouphunting wolf ancestors (Miklósi & Soproni, 2006) and repurposed by
human breeding (Hare, Brown, Williamson, & Tomasello, 2002) or earlylife enculturation (Udell, Dorey, & Wynne, 2010). While formal studies
have focused on pointing to acquire food rewards, dogs have been bred
and trained to point for more abstract purposes (e.g., to spot birds or
bombs).
Moreover, we may easily underestimate the use of deictic signals: it is
challenging to distinguish the communicative significance of a signal
which is not consistently coupled with triggering situations or behavioral
responses. Instead, we might judge the signal to be merely a generic “greeting,” “contact call,” or “territorial marker.” For example, through a lengthy
investigation, Teufel and colleagues (Teufel, Gutmann, Pirow, & Fischer,
2010) found that a generally overlooked “comment” call—most often produced by third parties witnessing a social interaction—appears to increase
the likelihood their gaze will be followed by a monkey audience.
If it is true that we underestimate the rate of ostensive signaling by
nonhuman animals, might we also underestimate the extent to which they
have cooperative intent? Consider, for example, the case with which we
opened this chapter. Among Barbary macaques, an extended audiovisual
facial expression involving repetitive lip/jaw movements (the “chatter”) is
“part of a typical behavioral pattern called triadic interaction or agonistic
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buffering … where usually two adults sit in body contact, hold one infant
or little juvenile, and chatter. The adults approach their heads normally to
the child while chattering, often lifting and lowering the head or turning
the head from side to side (head flag). Frequently the animals hug and knead
each other. Often they chatter at the genitalia of the child and touch the
genitalia of the infant with lips or hands (touch genitalia)” (Hesler & Fisher,
2007, pp. 170–171). This behavioral pattern (see figure 9.4) is particularly
interesting because in contrast to many triadic behaviors, it appears to have
an abstractly prosocial goal. Nonetheless, these cases of triadic signaling
among monkeys appear to lack arbitrariness and to be deployed in relatively limited and species-typical contexts rather than being used flexibly
for informative or declarative purposes. In particular, there is little evidence
to date that signaling behaviors are sensitive to the knowledge state of
potential recipients (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990). This negative finding challenges the notion that nonapes signal with the intention of informing or
declaring to others. By contrast, great apes do appear somewhat sensitive
to recipient knowledge: they generate more deictic gestures to guide a

Figure 9.4
Barbary macaques sit together, inspecting a nursing infant. Image courtesy Sébastien
Wautelet.
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human’s behavior if there is evidence that the human is ignorant (Zimmermann, Zemke, Call, & Gomez, 2009). However, typically reared apes
appear to do so only to obtain food rewards rather than as part of an
altruistic, communal, or otherwise prosocial goal. The core finding seems
to be that nonhuman animals lack the expectation that their peers will
collaborate with them in flexible, rather than limited and species-typical,
contexts. Even where sensitivity to knowledge states exists, nonhuman
animals appear to have little incentive to shape others’ knowledge for
communal (as opposed to personal) ends.
Finally, the distinction between imperative and informative/declarative
production of pointing implies a subtle difference in how humans and
nonhumans respond to social attention cues. Human signalers actively
shape their gestures so that they may be easily decoded by their target. As
a result, an optimal human recipient needs to understand not only the
communicator’s intent but also the communicator’s understanding of the
recipient’s own intent! According to Tomasello, our pervasive tendency to
see ourselves from other points of view is crucial to our ability to cooperate
in arbitrary endeavors. It is interesting to consider the possibility that
attentional coordination through hand gesture may have been a crucial
step in the evolution of “full blooded” joint attention (level 4). Manual
gestures, unlike gaze gestures, can be simultaneously perceived by both
signaler and recipient, affecting both in a similar (one might say mutual)
fashion. Pointing, unlike gaze, is expressly ostensive in that it does not
directly achieve a personal goal. Finally, pointing frees the eyes to move
independently between the attentional target and any coattender (see
Hopkins & Taglialatela, this volume, for more on this theme).
Conclusions

B

Human joint attention abilities are crucial to our social behavior and
appear fully integrated with mentalistic representation, language, and
other cognitive abilities thought uniquely human. These abilities did not
appear de novo, however, and are constructed atop underlying behaviors
and neural circuits we share with other species. In particular, many organisms have the ability to respond behaviorally to another individual’s attention—for example, by following its gaze into distant space. Moreover,
many species (including corvid birds, domesticated mammals, and nonhuman primates) appear to follow gaze with geometrical sophistication, and,
moreover, can do so in a flexible, goal-directed, and context-sensitive
fashion. Perception of gaze may guide behavior, permitting uniquely social
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affordances to arise: social animals often act jointly to drive away adversaries. These features suggest animals recognize gaze as a kind of intentional
relationship and can coordinate species-typical social behaviors in response
to these relationships.
Different animals may use very different neural systems to perceive and
respond to gaze. Subcortical mechanisms may play a role in fast and stereotyped gaze responses. However, mammalian cortex plays a clear role in
perceiving, interpreting, and responding flexibly to observed gaze. In particular, Shepherd and colleagues (2009) identified parietal sensorimotor
neurons which fire both when attending to a region of space and when
seeing another individual gaze there. Neurons in this area would be well
situated to interpret gaze in three-dimensional space and to flexibly integrate information about observed gaze into ongoing attentional decisions.
These “mirror” responses may play a role in translating social contingencies
into species-typical behaviors such as mob our attacker. Such uniquely social
affordances suggest a kind of nonrepresentational joint attention which
coordinates joint action but is limited to species-typical social repertoires.
These mechanisms are likely the foundation upon which human joint
attention evolved. While nonhuman animals can manipulate the attentional states of others, humans do so through specialized gestures used for
no other purpose. While other animals appear to engage in joint attention,
only humans have a flexible repertoire of cooperative behaviors facilitating
informative and declarative pointing gestures. The development of the
human pointing gesture appears intimately connected with representational joint attention abilities and likely played a pivotal role in the development of symbolic signaling including human speech.
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